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THE HOROFUNCTION BOUNDARY AND ISOMETRY GROUP
OF THE HILBERT GEOMETRY
CORMAC WALSH
Abstract. The horofunction boundary is a means of compactifying metric
spaces that was introduced by Gromov in the 1970s. We describe explicitly
the horofunction boundary of the Hilbert geometry, and sketch how it may be
used to study the isometry group of this space.
1. Introduction
Building on the work of Busemann, Gromov defined in [10] a certain compacti-
fication of a metric space. Recall that the Busemann function of a geodesic ray γ
is the limiting function
Bγ(·) := lim
t→∞
d(·, γ(t))− d(b, γ(t)),
where b is an arbitrary base-point. Gromov’s idea was to generalise this notion by
considering all possible limits of d(·, z)−d(b, z) as z heads off to infinity in the metric
space, not necessarily along a geodesic ray. Such a limit is called a horofunction,
and may be thought of as a “point at infinity” of the metric space. By adjoining
the horofunctions to the metric space, under mild conditions, one compactifies it.
The set of horofunctions thus forms a “boundary at infinity” of the metric space.
The attractiveness of this boundary arises in part from its generality: whereas
the definition of other boundaries, such as the hyperbolic boundary of a Gromov
hyperbolic space, or the ideal boundary of a CAT(0) space, require the metric space
to have certain properties, the horofunction boundary exists for any metric space.
The horofunction boundary is often closely related to these other boundaries
however. For example, in the CAT(0) case it is actually the same [2], and in
the Gromov hyperbolic case, the hyperbolic boundary can be recovered from the
horofunction boundary by quotienting out a certain equivalence relation [6, 28, 21].
The horofunction boundary has found diverse applications. Rieffel [19] has used
it in his work on quantum metric spaces. It also appears to be the right general
setting for Patterson–Sullivan measures [5].
In this chapter, we will consider the horofunction boundary of the Hilbert ge-
ometry. Let D be a bounded open convex subset of a finite-dimensional real linear
space. Given a pair of distinct points x and y in D, let w and z be points in the
usual boundary of D such that w, x, y, and z lie in this order along a straight line;
see Figure 1. The Hilbert distance between x and y is defined to be the logarithm
of the cross ratio of these four points:
Hil(x, y) := log
|zx|
|zy|
|wy|
|wx|
,
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Figure 1. Definition of the Hilbert distance.
where | · | denotes any norm on the linear space. (Be aware that some authors use
a different convention here and divide by a factor of 2.)
The horofunction boundary of this metric was first studied by Karlsson, Metz,
and Noskov [13], who determined it in the case where D is an open simplex. The
general case was considered in [23]. In that paper, use was made of the fact that the
Hilbert metric is the symmetrisation of the Funk metric: Hil(x, y) = Funk(x, y) +
RFunk(x, y), where
Funk(x, y) := log
|zx|
|zy|
, and
RFunk(x, y) := Funk(y, x) = log
|wy|
|wx|
.
The horofunction boundaries of the Funk and reverse-Funk geometries were studied
separately, and the results were combined to find the horofunction boundary of the
Hilbert geometry.
It turns out that the horofunction boundary of the reverse-Funk geometry is just
the usual boundary of the convex domain D. That of the Funk geometry, however,
is more closely related to the usual boundary of the polar body D◦ of the domain.
We describe these boundaries in detail in Section 3, and say how they combine to
form the Hilbert-geometry horofunction boundary.
Observe that, since every collineation preserves cross-ratios, any collineation that
leaves the domain D invariant is an isometry of the Hilbert metric on D. There
are examples known, however, [7, 16, 15, 4] where there exist other isometries as
well, namely, cross-sections of non-Lorentzian symmetric cones. For these domains,
the projective action of Vinberg’s ∗-map, or equivalently, the inverse map in the
associated Jordan algebra, is an isometry but not a collineation, and the isometry
group is generated by this map and the collineations. It was proved in [27] that
there are no other examples.
The horofunction boundary is useful for studying isometry groups. This is be-
cause such groups have a natural action by homeomorphisms on the boundary,
and often this action is easier to understand than the action on the space itself.
The horofunction boundary was used in this way in [26] to determine the group of
isometries of Teichmu¨ller space with Thurston’s metric. It was also used in [15] to
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determine the isometry group of the Hilbert geometry when the domain D is poly-
hedral. In Section 4, we discuss in more detail the isometry group of the Hilbert
geometry and how the horofunction boundary may be used to study it.
Before that, however, we recall in the next section the definition of the horofunc-
tion boundary and some of its properties. To visualize horofunctions, it is often
useful to consider their horoballs, that is, their sublevel sets. Intuitively, a horoball
looks like a large ball of the metric whose center is at infinity. We will make this
precise by showing that a sequence of points converges to a horofunction if and only
if sequences of closed balls of the right size with those points as centers converge to
horoballs of the horofunction, in a certain topology.
2. The horofunction boundary
Since we will be dealing with non-reversible metrics, we will discuss the horo-
function boundary in this setting. The development will be similar to that in [26].
Let (X, d) be a non-reversible metric space, for example the Funk or reverse-
Funk geometry. We consider X to be equipped with the topology coming from the
symmetrised metric dsym(x, y) := d(x, y) + d(y, x), which for the two examples just
mentioned is the Hilbert metric.
Associate to each point z ∈ X the function ψz : X → R,
ψz(x) := d(x, z)− d(b, z),
where b ∈ X is an arbitrary fixed base-point. One can show that the map ψ : X →
C(X), z 7→ ψz is injective and continuous. Here, C(X) is the space of continuous
real-valued functions on X , with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded
sets of dsym. We define the horofunction boundary of (X, d) to be
X(∞) :=
(
clψ(X)
)
\ψ(X),
where cl is the topological closure operator. The elements of this set are the horo-
functions of (X, d).
Although this definition appears to depend on the choice of base-point, one may
verify that horofunction boundaries coming from different base-points are homeo-
morphic, and that corresponding horofunctions differ by only an additive constant.
Recall that a geodesic in a non-reversible metric space (X, d) is a map γ from
a closed interval of R to X such that d(γ(s), γ(t)) = t − s, for all s and t in the
domain satisfying s < t. We make the following assumptions.
(I) the metric dsym is proper, that is, its closed balls are compact;
(II) there exists a geodesic in (X, d) between any two given points;
(III) for any point x and sequence xn in X , we have d(xn, x) → 0 if and only if
d(x, xn)→ 0.
Both the Funk and reverse-Funk metrics satisfy these assumptions. Indeed, for (II),
one may take the straight line segment between the two points, parameterised
appropriately.
Assumption (I) implies that uniform convergence on bounded sets is equivalent
to uniform convergence on compact sets. Moreover, for elements of clψ(X), the
latter is equivalent to pointwise convergence, by the Ascoli–Arzela` theorem, since
elements of this set are equi-Lipschitzian with respect to dsym. Again from the
Ascoli–Arzela` theorem, the set clψ(X) is compact. We call it the horofunction
compactification.
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Figure 2. Finite distance to the boundary. Funk(xn, b) and
RFunk(b, xn) are bounded above, even though the sequence xn
approaches the boundary.
Under assumptions (I), (II), and (III), one may show that ψ is an embedding of
X into C(X), in other words, that it is a homeomorphism from X to its image in
C(X). From now on we identify X with its image.
2.1. Busemann points. Define an almost-geodesic to be a path γ : T → X such
that T ⊂ R+ contains 0 and does not contain supT , and such that, for any ǫ > 0,∣∣d(γ(0), γ(s)) + d(γ(s), γ(t))− t∣∣ < ǫ,
for s, t ∈ T large enough, with s ≤ t. This definition has been modified from the
original in [19], where T was required to be an unbounded subset of R+ containing
0. We must relax the condition that T be unbounded because, in the reverse-
Funk metric, one may approach the boundary along a path of bounded length. See
Figure 2 for an illustration. This modification is very minor.
Rieffel proved that every almost-geodesic converges. In his setting, it will be to
a horofunction, but in ours it may be to a point of X . Every point of X is trivially
the limit of an almost-geodesic under our definition. We say that a horofunction
is a Busemann point if it is the limit of an almost-geodesic. Non-Busemann points
of the horofunction boundary have been found for normed spaces [22] and various
finitely-generated groups with their word metrics [24, 25, 29].
We define the detour cost for any two horofunctions ξ and η in X(∞) to be
H(ξ, η) = sup
W∋ξ
inf
x∈W∩X
(
d(b, x) + η(x)
)
,
where the supremum is taken over all neighbourhoods W of ξ in X ∪X(∞). This
concept appears in [1]. An equivalent definition is
H(ξ, η) = inf
γ
lim inf
t→supT
(
d(b, γ(t)) + η(γ(t))
)
,
where the infimum is taken over all paths γ : T → X converging to ξ.
The proof of the following proposition is easy.
Proposition 2.1. For all horofunctions ξ, η, and ν,
(i) H(ξ, η) ≥ 0;
(ii) H(ξ, ν) ≤ H(ξ, η) +H(η, ν).
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Proposition 2.2. Assume that (X, d) satisfies assumptions (I), (II), and (III),
and let ξ be a horofunction. Then, H(ξ, ξ) = 0 if and only if ξ is Busemann.
The proof of this proposition may be found in [26]. There, it was assumed that
d(b, xn) converges to infinity for a sequence xn in X whenever dsym(b, xn) does.
Although this is not true for the reverse-Funk metric, it was only needed to ensure
that the almost-geodesic constructed is defined on all of R+. Since the definition of
almost-geodesic has been modified in the current setting, this is no longer necessary.
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 together say that, on the set of Busemann points, the
detour cost is a weak metric, sometimes also called an extended pseudo quasi-metric.
By symmetrising, one may obtain a genuine metric on the set of Busemann
points XB(∞). For Busemann points ξ and η in XB(∞), define
δ(ξ, η) := H(ξ, η) +H(η, ξ).
This construction first appeared in [1, Remark 5.2]. See [26] for a proof of the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. The function δ : XB(∞) × XB(∞) → [0,∞] is a (possibly ∞-
valued) metric.
We call δ the detour metric.
Note that we can partition XB(∞) into disjoint subsets such that δ(ξ, η) is finite
for each pair of Busemann points ξ and η lying in the same subset. We call these
subsets the parts of the horofunction boundary of (X, d), and δ is a genuine metric
on each one.
Consider an isometry g from one metric space (X, d) to another (X ′, d′). We can
extend g continuously to the horofunction boundary X(∞) of X as follows:
g(ξ)(x′) := ξ(g−1(x′))− ξ(g−1(b′)),(1)
for all ξ ∈ X(∞) and x′ ∈ X ′. Here b′ is the base-point of X ′.
2.2. Horoballs. To visualize horofunctions, it is often useful to consider their
horoballs, that is, their sublevel sets. We denote the sublevel set of a function
f at height α by slv(f, α) := {x ∈ X | f(x) ≤ α}. Intuitively, a horoball looks like
a large ball of the metric whose center is at infinity.
To make this precise, we define a topology on the set of closed subsets of X ,
called the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology. In this topology, a sequence of closed
sets (Cn)n∈N is said to converge to a closed set C if the upper and lower closed
limits (also known as the limit superior and limit inferior) of the sequence both
equal C. These limits are defined to be, respectively,
LsCn :=
⋂
n≥0
cl
( ⋃
i>n
Ci
)
and
LiCn :=
⋂(
cl
⋃
i≥0
Cni | (ni)i∈N is an increasing sequence in N
)
.
An alternative characterisation of convergence is that (Cn)n∈N converges to C if
and only if each of the following hold:
• for each x ∈ C, there exists xn ∈ Cn for all n large enough, such that (xn)n
converges to x;
• if (Cnk)k∈N is a subsequence of the sequence of sets and xk ∈ Cnk for each
k ∈ N, then convergence of (xk)k∈N to x implies that x ∈ C.
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See the book [3] for more about this and other topologies on sets of closed sets.
For each z ∈ X and α ∈ R, we denote by B(z, α) := {x ∈ X | d(x, z) ≤ α} the
right closed ball about z of radius α. In [13], it was shown that in a geodesic metric
space each horoball slv(ξ, α) of a horofunction ξ that is the limit of a sequence zn
takes the form LsB(zn, d(b, zn) + α). Here we improve this result by establishing
a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence to a horofunction in terms of
convergence of balls in the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Lemma 2.4. Assume (X, d) satisfies (I), (II), and (III). Let x ∈ X, and let
ξ ∈ X(∞) be a horofunction. Then, for all ǫ ≥ 0 small enough, there exists y ∈ X
such that ξ(x) − ξ(y) = d(x, y) = ǫ.
Proof. Choose a sequence (zn) in X converging to ξ. Since no subsequence of (zn)
converges to x, we have that (zn) eventually remains outside any sufficiently small
open ball {z ∈ X | d(x, z) < ǫ} about x. So, for n large enough, we may choose a
point yn on a geodesic from x to zn such that d(x, zn) − d(yn, zn) = d(x, yn) = ǫ.
But some subsequence of (yn) converges to a point y ∈ X , and, taking limits, we
get the result. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume (X, d) satisfies (I), (II), and (III). Let ξ ∈ X(∞) be a
horofunction. Then, slv(ξ, ·) is continuous in the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Proof. Let α ∈ R, and let (αn) be a sequence in R converging to α.
Let (nk) be an increasing sequence in N, and let (xk) be a sequence of points in
X converging to some point x ∈ X , such that xk ∈ slv(ξ, αnk) for all k ∈ N. So,
ξ(x) = lim
k→∞
ξ(xk) ≤ lim
k→∞
αnk = α.
Therefore, x ∈ slv(ξ, α).
Now let y ∈ slv(ξ, α). For any c ∈ R, we use the notation c+ := max(c, 0). By
Lemma 2.4, for n large enough, there exists yn ∈ X such that
ξ(y)− ξ(yn) = d(y, yn) = (α− αn)
+.
Observe that (α − αn)
+ is a non-negative sequence converging to zero. It follows
that (yn) converges to y, and that yn ∈ slv(ξ, αn) for all n large enough. 
The Painleve´–Kuratowski topology can be used to define a topology on the space
of lower-semicontinuous functions on X as follows. Recall that the epigraph of a
function f on X is the set {(x, α) ∈ X × R | f(x) ≤ α}. A sequence of lower-
semicontinuous functions is declared to be convergent in the epigraph topology if
the associated epigraphs converge in the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology on X ×R.
For proper metric spaces the epigraph topology is identical to another topology
called the Attouch–Wets topology.
Lemma 2.6. Make assumption (I), which is that (X, dsym) is a proper metric
space. Let ξ be a real-valued lower-semicontinuous function on X, and let ξn be a
sequence of such functions that is equi-Lipschitzian with respect to dsym. Then, ξn
converges to ξ in the epigraph topology if and only if it converges to ξ uniformly on
bounded sets.
Proof. This is a consequence of [3, Lemma 7.1.2] and [3, Proposition 7.1.3], and
the fact that, for proper metric spaces, Attouch–Wets convergence is equivalent to
epigraph convergence. 
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Figure 3. Sequences of balls converging to horoballs in the
Hilbert geometry.
We will also need the following result relating convergence of functions to conver-
gence of their sublevel sets. Recall that a proper metric space is always separable.
Proposition 2.7 ([3, Theorem 5.3.9]). Let f be a lower-semicontinuous function
in a separable metric space, and let fn be a sequence of such functions. Then, fn
converges to f in the epigraph topology if and only if there exists, for all α ∈ R, a
sequence αn in R converging to α such that slv(fn, αn) converges to slv(f, α) in the
Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Now we can prove our result concerning the convergence of balls.
Proposition 2.8. Let zn be a sequence in X. Then, zn converges to a point ξ
in the horofunction boundary if and only if, for each α ∈ R, the sequence of balls
B(zn, d(b, zn) + α) converges to slv(ξ, α) in the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Proof. Suppose that the balls converge as stated. Observe that
slv(ψz, α) = B(z, d(b, z) + α), for all z ∈ X and α ∈ R.
So, by Proposition 2.7, ψzn converges to ξ in the epigraph topology, which is equiv-
alent, by Lemma 2.6, to uniform convergence on bounded sets.
Now suppose that zn converges to ξ in the horofunction boundary, and let α ∈ R.
Choose β < α. From Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.7, we get that there exists
a sequence βn in R converging to β such that B(zn, d(b, zn) + βn) converges to
slv(ξ, β). For n large enough, B(zn, d(b, zn) + α) contains B(zn, d(b, zn) + βn).
Therefore, LiB(zn, d(b, zn) + α) contains slv(ξ, β). Since this is true for all β < α,
and slv(ξ, ·) is continuous by Lemma 2.5, we get
LiB(zn, d(b, zn) + α) ⊃ slv(ξ, α).
The upper bound on the upper closed limit is proved in a similar manner. 
Figure 3 illustrates the convergence of balls to horoballs in the case of the Hilbert
metric on the 2-simplex.
3. The horofunction boundary of the Hilbert geometry
In this section, we study the horofunction boundary of the Hilbert metric on a
bounded open convex setD. As mentioned before, we will consider the horofunction
boundaries of the Funk and reverse-Funk geometries separately, and then combine
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the information to get the boundary of the Hilbert geometry. Unless otherwise
stated, results come from [23].
3.1. The horofunction boundary of the reverse-Funk geometry. Observe
that the function RFunk(·, ·), defined on D × D extends continuously to a func-
tion on D × clD. So, for all z ∈ clD, we may define on D the function rz(·) :=
RFunk(·, z)− RFunk(b, z). The following proposition shows that the horofunction
compactification of the reverse-Funk geometry is basically the same as the com-
pactification obtained by taking the closure of the domain in the usual topology.
We use ∂D := clD\D to denote the boundary of D in the usual topology.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a bounded open convex set. The set of horofunctions
in the reverse-Funk geometry on D is BRF := {rx | x ∈ ∂D}. A sequence in D
converges to rx ∈ BRF if and only if it converges in the usual sense to x.
Since straight line segments are geodesic in the reverse-Funk geometry, it is clear
that every horofunction in this geometry is Busemann.
The detour cost in this geometry was calculated in [15]. Recall that a convex
subset E of a convex set D is said to be an extreme set if the endpoints of any line
segment in D are contained in E whenever any relative interior point of the line
segment is. The relative interiors of the extreme sets of a convex set D partition
D.
When we consider RFunk etc. on convex sets other than D, we use a subscript
to specify the set.
Proposition 3.2 ([15, Proposition 4.3]). Let x and y be in the usual boundary ∂D
of D. Then, the detour cost in the reverse-Funk geometry is
HRF(rx, ry) = RFunkD(b, x) + RFunkF (x, y)− RFunkD(b, y),
if y is in the smallest extreme set F of clD containing x, and is infinity otherwise.
It follows immediately that the detour metric in this geometry is given by
δRF(rx, ry) = HilF (x, y),
when x and y are in the relative interior of the same extreme set F of clD, and
is infinity otherwise. Thus, the parts of the horofunction boundary are just the
relative interiors of the proper extreme sets of clD.
3.2. The horofunction boundary of the Funk geometry. The horofunctions
of the Funk geometry can be best understood by using convex duality because they
take a simpler form in the dual space. Consider first the cone over D, in other
words,
C :=
{
(p, 1)λ ∈ Rn+1 | p ∈ D and λ > 0
}
.
Here we are assuming that D lives within Rn. We identify D in the obvious way
with a cross-section of this cone. One may extend the function FunkD(·, ·) from D
to C in the following way. For x ∈ Rn+1 and y ∈ C, define the gauge
M(x/y;C) := inf
{
λ > 0 | x ≤C λy
}
.
Here≤C is the partial ordering on R
n+1 induced by C, that is, x ≤C y if y−x ∈ clC.
One can show [14, page 29], that logM(x/y;C) = FunkD(x, y), for all x and y in
D.
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For each z ∈ D, the map ψz has the following extension to the whole of R
n+1:
ψz(x) := log
M(x/z;C)
M(b/z;C)
, for all x ∈ Rn+1.
Define the (closed) dual cone of C:
C∗ := {u ∈ Rn+1 | 〈u, x〉 ≥ 0 for all x ∈ C}.
Here 〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard Euclidean inner product. Observe that, by the
Hahn–Banach separation theorem, x ≤C y if and only if 〈u, x〉 ≤ 〈u, y〉 for all
u ∈ C∗. It follows that
(2) M(x/y;C) = sup
u∈C∗\{0}
〈u, x〉
〈u, y〉
, for all x ∈ Rn+1 and y ∈ C.
So, we see that M(·/z;C) is a convex function for fixed z. Therefore, the same is
true for the following function defined on Rn+1:
jC,z(·) :=
M(·/z;C)
M(b/z;C)
= exp ◦ ψz(·).
Recall that the Legendre–Fenchel transform of a convex function f : Rn+1 →
R ∪ {∞} is the function f∗ : Rn+1 → R ∪ {∞} defined by
f∗(y) := sup
x∈Rn+1
(
〈y, x〉 − f(x)
)
, for all y ∈ Rn+1.
The Legendre–Fenchel transform is a bijection from the set of proper lower-semi-
continuous convex functions to itself, and is in fact a homeomorphism in the
Attouch–Wets topology.
Using (2), one may calculate without much difficulty the Legendre–Fenchel trans-
form of jC,z. We use IE to denote the characteristic function of a set E, that is,
the function taking value 0 on E and +∞ everywhere else. For any open cone U
in Rn+1 and any point x ∈ U , define
ZU,x := U
∗ ∩ {u ∈ Rn+1 |M(b/x;C)〈u, x〉 ≤ 1}.
Proposition 3.3. Let C ⊂ Rn+1 be an open cone. For all z ∈ C, we have that
j∗C,z is the characteristic function of the set ZC,z
So the set ZC,z on which j
∗
C,z is zero is the intersection of C
∗ with a half-space
bounded by a hyperplane on which 〈·, z〉 is constant. This constant is the largest
possible such that ZC,z lies within {u ∈ R
n+1 | 〈u, b〉 ≤ 1}. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.
As z approaches the boundary of D, the hyperplane becomes more and more
tilted. In the limit, the zero set will lie entirely within the (usual) boundary of C∗.
We consider the limit of the zero sets in the Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Proposition 3.4. A sequence zn in D converges to a point in the horofunction
boundary of the Funk geometry if and only if ZC,zn converges in the Painleve´–
Kuratowski topology.
We have the following simple description of the Busemann points.
Proposition 3.5. A function ξ : D → R is a Busemann point of the Funk geometry
if and only if it is the restriction to D of a function of the form log I∗ZE,x , where E
is an open convex cone such that E∗ is a proper extreme set of C∗, and x ∈ E.
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C∗
〈·, b〉 = 1 M(b/z)〈·, z〉 = 1
Figure 4. The support of j∗C,x
It is clear from this proposition that in some cases there may be horofunctions
that are not Busemann. This will happen for instance when there is a subset
F ∗ of C∗ that is not extreme but is the limit of extreme sets. In this case, the
function log I∗ZF,b will be, by Proposition 3.4, a horofunction, but will not be, by
Proposition 3.5, a Busemann point.
The next result shows that this phenomenon is the only way that non-Busemann
points may arise.
Proposition 3.6. All horofunctions of the Funk geometry on a domain D are
Busemann if and only if the set of extreme sets of the polar of D is closed in the
Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
Recall that the polar D◦ of D may be identified with a cross-section of C∗.
The detour metric in the Funk geometry was calculated in [15].
Proposition 3.7. Let ξ = log I∗ZE,x and η = log I
∗
ZF,y
be two Busemann points of
the Funk geometry. The distance between them in the detour metric is
δF(ξ, η) = HilE(x, y),
if the extreme sets E∗ and F ∗ of C∗ are equal, and is infinity otherwise.
Thus, there is a part for each extreme set of the polar of D.
3.3. The horofunction boundary of the Hilbert geometry. It is evident from
the expression of the Hilbert metric as the symmetrisation of the Funk metric that
every horofunction in the Hilbert geometry is the sum of one in the Funk geometry
and one in the reverse-Funk geometry. The following proposition shows that there
is a unique such decomposition of each Hilbert horofunction.
Proposition 3.8. A sequence converges to a point in the Hilbert-geometry horo-
function boundary if and only if it converges to a horofunction in both the Funk and
reverse-Funk geometries.
Proof. This follows from the proof of [23, Theorem 1.3]. 
Note that, combined with Proposition 3.1, this implies that every sequence that
converges to a Hilbert horofunction also converges to a point in the usual boundary.
This generalises a result of [12], where is was shown that every Hilbert-geometry
geodesic converges to such a point.
We also have the following description of the Busemann points.
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Theorem 3.9. Let h = rx + f be a Hilbert horofunction written as the sum of a
reverse-Funk horofunction rx and a Funk horofunction f . Then, h is a Busemann
point if and only if f is.
Combining this with Proposition 3.6, we get the following.
Corollary 3.10. All horofunctions of the Hilbert geometry on a domain D are
Busemann if and only if the set of extreme sets of the polar of D is closed in the
Painleve´–Kuratowski topology.
It remains to determine which combinations of Funk and reverse-Funk horofunc-
tions give Hilbert horofunctions. The answer is given in the next theorem. Recall
that every point in ∂C is a supporting functional of C∗, and so defines an exposed
face of C∗.
Theorem 3.11. Let rx be a reverse-Funk horofunction, and let f := log I
∗
ZE,z
be a
Busemann point of the Funk geometry. Then, the function rx + f is a Busemann
point of the Hilbert geometry if and only if the extreme set E∗ of C∗ is contained
in the exposed face of C∗ defined by x.
Proof. This is just a restatement of [23, Theorem 1.1] using the description given
above of the Funk Busemann-points in the dual space. Indeed, by [23, Lemma 3.13],
the tangent cone τ(C, x) of C at x is dual to the exposed face of C∗ defined by
x. Also, by [23, Lemma 3.14], an open cone T can be obtained from another U by
taking tangent cones if and only if T ∗ is an extreme set of U∗. The final ingredient
is that the extreme sets of an exposed face of a closed cone are exactly the extreme
sets of the cone that are contained within the exposed face. 
Using Propositions 3.2 and 3.7, one may find the detour metric of the Hilbert
geometry.
Theorem 3.12 ([15]). Let ξ = rp+log I
∗
ZE,x
and η = rq+log I
∗
ZF,y
be two Busemann
points of the Hilbert geometry. Then, the distance between them in the detour metric
of the Hilbert geometry is
(3) δH(ξ, η) = HilG(p, q) + HilE(x, y),
when p and q are in the relative interior of the same extreme set G of clD, and the
extreme sets E∗ and F ∗ of C∗ are equal. Otherwise, it is infinity.
So, we see that each part of the horofunction boundary of a Hilbert geometry
is the direct product of two lower-dimensional Hilbert geometries with the ℓ1-sum
distance.
4. Isometries of the Hilbert metric
De la Harpe [7] was the first to consider the isometry group of the Hilbert
geometry. Let Pn = Rn∪Pn−1 be real n-dimensional projective space, and suppose
that D is contained within the open cell Rn inside Pn. Let Coll(D) be the set of
collineations, that is, elements of PGL(n + 1,R) preserving D. As de la Harpe
observed, each element of Coll(D) is an isometry since collineations preserve the
cross-ratios.
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4.1. Simplicial geometries. However, not every isometry is a collineation, as we
will now see. Think of the n-simplex as being a cross-section of the positive cone
R
n+1
+ . Hilbert’s projective metric on the interior of this cone is given by
Hil(x, y) = logmax
i
xi
yi
+ logmax
i
yi
xi
.
Define V to be the n-dimensional linear space Rn+1/ ∼, where x ∼ y if x =
y + α(1, 1, . . . , 1) for some α ∈ R, and equip V with the variation norm:
‖x‖var := max
i
xi −min
i
xi.
We see that the Hilbert metric on the simplex is isometric to the normed space V
via the map
log : intRn+1+ → R
n+1, (xi)i 7→ (log xi)i
that takes logarithms coordinate-wise. This isometry was first observed by Nuss-
baum [18] and de la Harpe [7]. It was shown by Foertsch and Karlsson [12] that
simplices are the only Hilbert geometries isometric to normed spaces.
Theorem 4.1. A finite-dimensional Hilbert geometry on a bounded open convex
set is isometric to a normed space if and only if the domain is a simplex.
Using this correspondence, and the Masur–Ulam theorem, the isometry group of
the simplical Hilbert geometry was determined for n = 2 in [7] and for arbitrary n
in [15]. Let σn+1 be the group of coordinate permutations on V , let ρ : V → V be
the isometry given by ρ(x) = −x for x ∈ V , and identify the group of translations
in V with Rn.
Theorem 4.2 ([9, 15]). If D is an open n-simplex with n ≥ 2, then
Coll(D) ∼= Rn ⋊ σn+1 and Isom(D) ∼= R
n
⋊ Γn+1,
where Γn+1 = σn+1 × 〈ρ〉.
The same result was obtained independently in [9], although the authors there
were not aware that the geometry they were considering is isometric to a normed
space. Consequently, their proof is somewhat longer.
So, we see that in the case of the simplex the isometry group differs from the
collineation group. Indeed, the latter is a subgroup of index two of the former.
Let us look in more detail at the map ρ, which corresponds on intRn+1+ to the
coordinate-wise reciprocal map
ρˆ : intRn+1+ → intR
n+1
+ , (xi)i 7→
( 1
xi
)
i
.(4)
The projective action of this map is an isometry but not a collineation. This is
shown in Figure 5 for the case of n = 2.
As observed in [7], the vertices are blown up to edges, the edges are collapsed to
vertices, and a straight line in the interior is mapped to a straight line if and only
if one of its ends approaches a vertex of the triangle.
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Figure 5. An isometry of the triangle that is not a collineation.
The solid straight line on the left is mapped to the curve on the
right.
4.2. Polyhedral geometries. At the opposite extreme from the case of simplices,
we have the following.
Theorem 4.3 ([7]). If the closure of D is strictly convex, then Isom(D) = Coll(D).
It was also shown in the same paper that the only two-dimensional polyhedra
with non-collineation isometries are the triangles. This was generalised to arbitrary
dimension in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4 ([15]). If (D,Hil) is a polyhedral Hilbert geometry, then Coll(D)
differs from Isom(D) if and only if D is an open n-simplex, with n ≥ 2.
The proof involves studying the action of an isometry on the parts of the horo-
function boundary, in particular, on the parts where one or other of the ℓ1 factors
is trivial, that is, consists of a single point. There is one such part for every vertex
on the polyhedron, and one for every facet. It is shown that every isometry either
maps vertex parts to vertex parts and facet parts to facet parts, or it interchanges
them. Isometries of the former type are shown to extend continuously to the Eu-
clidean boundary of the domain and to be collineations, whereas isometries of the
latter type are shown to only exist on simplices.
The above theorem verifies, for the case of polyhedral Hilbert geometries, some
conjectures of de la Harpe, namely that the Hilbert isometry group Isom(D) is a
Lie group, and that its identity component coincides with that of Coll(D). Observe
that Coll(D) is naturally a Lie group since it is a closed subgroup of PGL(n +
1,R). A consequence of these conjectures is that Isom(D) acts transitively on D
if and only if Coll(D) does, the latter happening exactly when D is the cross-
section of an homogeneous cone. The only polyhedra that occur as cross-sections
of such cones are the simplices. De la Harpe enumerates all possible cross-sections
of homogeneous cones up to dimension four [7].
4.3. The general case. Dropping the polyhedral assumption, can one find other
domains with isometries that are not collineations? Consider again the reciprocal
map ρˆ defined in (4) on the interior of the n + 1-dimensional positive cone. One
way of seeing that it is an isometry of Hilbert’s projective metric is to observe that
it is order-reversing, homogeneous of degree −1, and involutive, meaning that it is
its own inverse.
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The following proposition then implies that ρˆ is gauge-reversing, that is,
M(ρˆ(x)/ρˆ(y);Rn+1+ ) = M(y/x;R
n+1
+ ), for all x, y ∈ intR
n+1
+ .
Proposition 4.5 ([17, 18]). Let g : C → C′ be a bijection between two open cones
in a finite-dimensional vector space. Then, g is gauge-reversing if and only if it is
order-reversing and homogeneous of degree −1 and its inverse is order-reversing.
It is clear that gauge-reversing bijections are isometries of Hilbert’s projective
metric.
However, gauge-reversing maps do not just exist on the positive cone, they exist
on all symmetric cones, of which the positive cone is an example. Recall [8] that a
proper open cone C in a finite-dimensional real vector space is called symmetric if
it is homogeneous, meaning that its group of linear automorphisms acts transitively
on it, and self dual, meaning that C = C⋆, where C⋆ now denotes the open dual.
One defines the characteristic function φ on C to be
φ(x) =
∫
C⋆
e−〈y,x〉 dy, for all x ∈ C.
This map is homogeneous of degree minus the dimension of the cone, which implies
that Vinberg’s ∗-map,
C → C⋆, x 7→ x∗ := −∇ logφ(x),
is homogeneous of degree −1. It is known [11] that on symmetric cones the ∗-map
is order-reversing. In fact, it was shown in [11] that this property of the ∗-map
characterises the symmetric cones among the homogeneous cones. One may easily
verify that the map ρˆ in (4) is the ∗-map for the positive cone intRn+1+ .
The symmetric cones have been completely classified. Each such cone is the
product of one or more of the following irreducible cones: the positive definite
Hermitian matrices Herm(n,E), with n ≥ 3, where the set of entries E can be
the reals R, the complex numbers C, or the quaternions H; the positive definite
Hermitian 3 × 3 matrices Herm(3,O) with octonion entries; the Lorentz cone (or
ice-cream cone)
Λn =
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n | x1 > 0 and x
2
1 − x
2
2 − · · · − x
2
n > 0
}
,
for some n ≥ 2.
For the reasons discussed above, the ∗-map on a symmetric cone is an isometry
of Hilbert’s projective metric. Its projective action is therefore an isometry of
the Hilbert geometry on a cross-section D of the cone. This isometry is not a
collineation except when the symmetric cone is a Lorentz cone.
It was conjectured in [15] that Isom(D) and Coll(D) differ if and only if the cone
generated by D is symmetric and not Lorentzian, in which case the isometry group
was conjectured to be generated by the collineations and the isometry coming from
the ∗-map. This was known to be true for the cone of positive-definite Hermitian
matrices [16], and has recently been established for general symmetric cones [4].
The conjecture has now been proved in general [27]. An important step in the
proof is the following.
Theorem 4.6 ([27]). An open convex cone in a finite-dimensional real vector space
admits a gauge-reversing map if and only if it is symmetric.
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Establishing the homogeneity of such a cone admitting a gauge-reversing map is
not difficult. One uses Rademacher’s theorem to get that the map is differentiable
almost everywhere. At each point of differentiability, the negative of the differential
is a linear automorphism of the cone. This gives a large supply of automorphisms
with which to prove homogeneity.
Proving the self-duality of the cone is more complicated. The first step is to
use arguments similar to those in the proof of homogeneity to show there is a map
g : C → C that is gauge-reversing and involutive, and fixes the base-point b. One
then wishes to define a positive-definite bilinear form with respect to which C is
self-dual.
This is done by exploiting the fact that certain Funk horofunctions, namely those
associated to extreme rays of C∗, are the logarithms of linear functionals. Each of
these horofunctions is a singleton part and so gets mapped by g to a singleton part
of the reverse-Funk horofunction boundary, that is, a reverse-Funk horofunction of
the form rx, where x is an extremal generator of C, in other words, a non-zero
element of an extremal ray of clC.
We now define
A(y, x) := M(x/b;C) exp ◦ rx ◦ g(y) =M(x/g(y);C),
for all y ∈ C and extremal generators x of C. The equality holds because of the
definition of rx. From what we have just seen, exp ◦ rx ◦ g is the restriction to C
of a linear functional. This lets us extend the definition of A to all y in V in such
a way that it is linear in this variable. Further work is then required to extend the
definition to all x in V and verify that A has the right properties.
One may also be interested in gauge-preserving maps, that is, maps g : C → C
satisfying M(g(x)/g(y);C) =M(x/y;C), for all x and y in C. Such maps are also
clearly isometries of Hilbert’s projective metric. The following proposition parallels
Proposition 4.5.
Proposition 4.7 ([17, 18]). Let g : C → C′ be a bijection between two open cones
in a finite-dimensional vector space. Then, g is gauge-preserving if and only if it
is order-preserving and homogeneous and its inverse is order-preserving.
These maps are well understood.
Theorem 4.8 ([17, 20]). Let C and C′ be open cones in a finite-dimensional vector
space, and let g : C → C′ be gauge-preserving bijection. Then, g is the restriction
to C of a linear isomorphism.
Here is a simple proof using horofunctions.
Proof. Choose the base-points b ∈ C and b′ ∈ C′ such that g(b) = b′. Since g is
gauge-preserving, it preserves the Funk metric, and therefore maps Funk horofunc-
tions to Funk horofunctions according to (1). In particular, singleton horofunctions
are mapped to singleton horofunctions. Recall that there is a singleton horofunc-
tion of the Funk geometry for each extremal ray of the closed dual cone; in fact
the horofunction is just the logarithm of a suitably normalised element of the ray.
So for every extremal generator x of C∗, there is an extremal generator x′ of (C′)∗
satisfying 〈x, y〉 = 〈x′, g(y)〉, for all y ∈ C. However, by choosing the right number
of extremal generators of C∗ we obtain a basis for the dual space, that is, a linear
coordinate system. It follows that g is the restriction to C of a linear map. 
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So the projective action of every gauge-preserving map is a collineation. The
conjecture referred to above now follows from combining Theorems 4.6 and 4.8
with the following fact proved in [27, Theorem 1.3]: every isometry of a Hilbert
geometry arises as the projective action of either a gauge-preserving map or a
gauge-reversing map.
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